In this paper we explore the utility of sentiment analysis and semantic word classes for improving why-question answering on a large-scale web corpus. Our work is motivated by the observation that a why-question and its answer often follow the pattern that if something undesirable happens, the reason is also often something undesirable, and if something desirable happens, the reason is also often something desirable. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that introduces sentiment analysis to non-factoid question answering. We combine this simple idea with semantic word classes for ranking answers to why-questions and show that on a set of 850 why-questions our method gains 15.2% improvement in precision at the top-1 answer over a baseline state-of-the-art QA system that achieved the best performance in a shared task of Japanese non-factoid QA in NTCIR-6.
Introduction
Question Answering (QA) research for factoid questions has recently achieved great success as demonstrated by IBM's Watson at Jeopardy: its accuracy has been reported to be around 85% on factoid questions (Ferrucci et al., 2010) . Although recent shared QA tasks (Voorhees, 2004; Peñas et al., 2011; Fukumoto et al., 2007) have stimulated the research community to move beyond factoid QA, comparatively little attention has been paid to QA for non-factoid questions such as why questions and how to questions, and the performance of the state-of-art nonfactoid QA systems reported in the literature (Murata et al., 2007; Surdeanu et al., 2011; Verberne et al., 2010) remains considerably lower than that of factoid QA (i.e., 34% in MRR at top-150 results on why-questions (Verberne et al., 2010) ).
In this paper we explore the utility of sentiment analysis (Pang et al., 2002; Turney, 2002; Nakagawa et al., 2010) and semantic word classes for improving why-question answering (why-QA) on a largescale web corpus. The inspiration behind this work is the observation that why-questions and their answers often have the following tendency:
• if something undesirable happens, the reason is often also something undesirable, and
• if something desirable happens, its reason is often also desirable.
Consider the following question Q1, and its answer candidates A1-1 and A1-2.
• Q1: Why does cancer occur?
• A1-1: Carcinogens such as nitrosamine and benzopyrene may increase the risk of cancer by altering DNA in cells.
• A1-2: Maintaining a healthy weight may lower the risk of various types of cancer.
Here A1-1 describes an undesirable event related to cancer, while A1-2 suggests a desirable action for its prevention. Our hypothesis suggests that A1-1 is more appropriate for answering Q1. If this hypothesis holds, we can obtain a significant improvement in performance on why-QA tasks by exploiting the sentiment orientation 1 of expressions obtainable by automatic sentiment analysis of questions and answers. A second observation motivating this work is that there are often significant associations between the lexico-semantic classes of words in a question and those in its answer sentence. For instance, questions concerning diseases like Q1 often have answers that include references to specific semantic word classes such as chemicals (like A1-1), viruses, body parts, and so on. Capturing such statistical correlations between diseases and harmful substances may lead to higher why-QA performance. For this purpose we use classes of semantically similar words that were automatically acquired from a large web corpus using an EM-based clustering method (Kazama and Torisawa, 2008) .
Another issue is that simply introducing the sentiment orientation of words or phrases in question and answer sentences in a naive way is insufficient, since answer candidate sentences may contain multiple sentiment expressions with different polarities in answer candidates (i.e., about 33% of correct answers had such multiple sentiment expressions with different polarities in our test set). For example, if A1-2 contained a second sentiment expression with negative polarity like the example below, "Trusting a specific food is not effective for preventing cancer, but maintaining a healthy weight may help lower the risk of various types of cancer." both A1-1 and A1-2 would contain sentiment expressions with the same polarity as that of Q1. Thus, it is difficult to expect that the sentiment orientation alone will work well for recognizing A1-1 as a correct answer to Q1. To address this problem, we consider the combination of sentiment polarity and the contents of sentiment expressions associated with the polarity in questions and their answer candidates as well. To deal with the data sparseness problem arising in using the content of sentiment expressions, we developed a feature set that combines the polarity and the semantic word classes effectively.
We exploit these two main ideas (concerned with the sentiment orientation and the semantic classes described so far) for training a supervised classifier to rank answer candidates to why-questions. Through a series of experiments on 850 Japanese why-questions, we showed that the proposed semantic features were effective in identifying correct answers, and our proposed method obtained more than 15% improvement in precision of its top answer (P@1) over our baseline, which achieved the best performance in the non-factoid QA task in NTCIR-6 (Murata et al., 2007) . We also show that our method can potentially perform with high precision (64.8% in P@1) when answer candidates containing at least one correct answer are given to our re-ranker.
Approach
Our proposed method is composed of answer retrieval and answer re-ranking. The first step, answer retrieval, extracts a set of answer candidates to a why-question from 600 million Japanese Web corpus. The answer retrieval is our implementation of the state-of-art method that has shown the best performance in the shared task of Japanese non-factoid QA in NTCIR-6 (Murata et al., 2007; Fukumoto et al., 2007) . The second step, answer re-ranking, is the focus of this work.
Answer Retrieval
We use Solr 2 to retrieve documents from a 600 million Japanese Web page corpus 3 for a given whyquestion. Let a set of content words in a whyquestion be T = {t 1 , · · · , t n }. Two boolean queries for a why-question, "t 1 AND · · · AND t n " and "t 1 OR · · · OR t n ," are given to Solr and top-300 documents for each query are retrieved. Note that retrieved documents by each query have different coverage and relevance to a given why-question. To keep balance between the coverage and relevance of retrieved documents, we use a set of retrieved documents by these two queries for obtaining answer candidates. Each document in the result of document retrieval is split into a set of answer candidates consisting of five subsequent sentences 4 . Subsequent answer candidates can share up to two sentences to avoid errors due to wrong document segmentation.
Answer candidate ac for question q is ranked according to scoring function S(q, ac) given in Eq. (1) (Murata et al., 2007) . Murata et al. (2007) 's method uses text search to look for answer candidates containing terms from the question with additional clue terms referring to "reason" or "cause." Following the original method we used riyuu (reason), genin (cause) and youin (cause) as clue terms. The top-20 answer candidates for each question are passed on to the next step, which is answer reranking. S(q, ac) assigns a score to answer candidates like tf -idf , where 1/dist(t 1 , t 2 ) functions like tf and 1/df (t 2 ) is idf for given terms t 1 and t 2 that are shared by q and ac.
Here T is a set of terms including nouns, verbs, and adjectives in question q that appear in answer candidate ac. Note that the clue terms are added to T if they exist in ac. N is the total number of documents (600 million), dist(t 1 , t 2 ) represents the distance (the number of characters) between t 1 and t 2 in answer candidate ac, df (t) is the document frequency of term t, and φ ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator, where φ = 1 if ts(t 1 , t 2 ) > 1, φ = 0 otherwise.
Answer Re-ranking
Our re-ranker is a supervised classifier (SVMs) (Vapnik, 1995) that uses three types of feature sets: features expressing morphological and syntactic analysis of questions and answer candidates, features representing semantic word classes appearing in questions and answer candidates, and features from sentiment analysis. All answer candidates of a question are ranked in a descending order of their score given by SVMs. We trained and tested the re-ranker using 10-fold cross validation on a corpus composed of 850 why-questions and their top-20 answer candidates provided by the answer retrieval procedure in Section 2.1. The answer candidates were manually annotated by three human annotators (not by the authors). Our corpus construction method is described in more detail in Section 4.
Features for Answer Re-ranking
This section describes our feature sets for answer re-ranking: features expressing morphological and syntactic analysis (MSA), features representing semantic word class (SWC), and features indicating sentiment analysis (SA). MSA, which has been widely used for re-ranking answers in the literature, is used to identify associations between questions and answers at the morpheme, word phrase, and syntactic dependency levels. The other two feature sets are proposed in this paper. SWC is devised for identifying semantic word class associations between questions and answers. SA is used for identifying sentiment orientation associations between questions and answers as well as expressing the combination of each sentiment expression and its polarity. Table 1 summarizes the respective feature sets, each of which is described in detail below.
Morphological and Syntactic Analysis
MSA including n-grams of morphemes, words, and syntactic dependencies has been widely used for reranking answers in non-factoid QA (Higashinaka and Isozaki, 2008; Surdeanu et al., 2011; Verberne et al., 2007; Verberne et al., 2010) . We use MSA as a baseline feature set in this work.
We represent all sentences in a question and its answer candidate in three ways: morphemes, word phrases (bunsetsu 5 ) and syntactic dependency chains. These are obtained using a morphological analyzer 6 and a dependency parser 7 . From each question and answer candidate we extract n-grams of morphemes, word phrases, and syntactic dependencies, where n ranges from 1 to 3. Syntactic dependency n-grams are defined as a syntactic dependency chain containing n word phrases. Syntactic dependency 1-grams coincide with word phrase 1-grams, so they are ignored. Table 1 defines four types of MSA (MSA1 to MSA4). MSA1 is n-gram features from all sentences in a question and its answer candidates and distinguishes an n-gram feature found in a question from that same feature found in answer candidates. MSA2 contains n-grams found in the answer
MSA1
Morpheme n-grams, word phrase n-grams, and syntactic dependency n-grams in a question and its answer candidate, where n ranges from 1 to 3. n-grams in a question and those in an answer candidate are distinguished. MSA2 MSA1's n-grams in an answer candidate that contain a question term.
MSA3
MSA1's n-grams that contain a clue term including riyuu (reason), genin (cause) and youin (cause). These n-grams in a question and those in an answer candidate are distinguished.
MSA4
The ratio of the number of question terms in an answer candidate to the total number of question terms.
SWC1
Word class n-grams in a question and its answer candidate. These n-grams in a question and those in an answer candidate are distinguished. SWC2 SWC1's n-grams in an answer candidate whose original MSA1's n-grams contain any question term. SA@W1 Word polarity n-grams in a question and its answer candidate. These n-grams in a question and those in an answer candidate are distinguished. SA@W2 SA@W1's n-grams in an answer candidate whose original MSA1 n-grams contain any question term. SA@W3 Joint class-polarity n-grams in a question and its answer candidate. These n-grams in a question and those in an answer candidate are distinguished. SA@W4 SA@W3's n-grams in an answer candidates whose original MSA1 n-grams contain any question term. SA@P1 The indicator for polarity agreement between sentiment phrases, one in a question and the other in an answer candidate: 1 if any pair of such sentiment phrases has polarity in agreement, 0 otherwise. SA@P2 The phrase-polarity, positive or negative, of a pair of sentiment phrases for which the indicator in SA@P1 is 1. SA@P3 Morpheme n-grams, word phrase n-grams, and syntactic dependency n-grams in sentiment phrases are coupled with their phrase-polarity, where n ranges from 1 to 3. These n-grams in a question and those in an answer candidate are distinguished. SA@P4 SA@P3's n-grams in an answer candidates that contain a question term. SA@P5 The ratio of the number of question terms in sentences that have sentiment phrases in answer candidates to the total number of question terms. SA@P6 Word class n-grams in sentiment phrases are coupled with phrase-polarity. These n-grams in a question and those in an answer candidate are distinguished. SA@P7 SA@P6's n-grams in an answer candidates, whose original MSA1's n-grams include any question term. SA@P8 Joint class-polarity n-grams in sentiment phrases of a question and its answer candidate are coupled with phrase-polarity of the sentiment phrases. These n-grams in a question and those in an answer candidate are distinguished. SA@P9 SA@P8's n-grams in an answer candidates, whose original MSA1's n-grams include any question term. SA@P10 A pair of SA@P6's n-grams, one from sentiment phrases in a question and the other from those in an answer candidate, where the two sentiment phrases should have the same sentiment orientation. candidates that themselves contain a term from the question (e.g., "types of cancer" in example A1-2). MSA3 is the n-gram feature that contains one of the clue terms used for answer retrieval (riyuu (reason), genin (cause) or youin (cause)). Here too, n-grams obtained from the questions and answer candidates are distinguished. Finally, MSA4 is the percentage of the question terms found in an answer candidate.
Semantic Word Class
Semantic word classes are sets of semantically similar words. We construct these semantic word classes by using the noun clustering algorithm proposed in Kazama and Torisawa (2008) . The algorithm follows the distributional hypothesis, which states that semantically similar words tend to appear in similar contexts (Harris, 1954) . By treating syntactic dependency relations between words as "contexts," the clustering method defines a probabilistic model of noun-verb dependencies with hidden classes as:
Here, n is a noun, v is a verb or noun on which n depends via a grammatical relation r (post-positions in Japanese), and c is a hidden class. Dependency relation frequencies were obtained from our 600-million page web corpus, and model parameters p(n|c), p( v, r |c) and p(c) were estimated using the EM algorithm (Hofmann, 1999) . We successfully clustered 5.5 million nouns into 500 classes. For each noun n, EM clustering estimates a probability distribution over hidden variables representing semantic classes. From this distribution we obtained discrete semantic word classes by assigning each noun n to semantic class c = argmax c * p(c * |n). The resulting classes actually form clean semantic categories such as chemicals, nutrients, diseases and conditions, in our examples of Q1 and Q2. The following are the top-10 words (English translation) according to p(c|n) for these classes. given to the classifier as a positive training sample, we expect it to learn that if a disease name appears in a question then, everything else being equal, answers including nutrient names are more likely to be correct. Note that in principle the same association could be learned between word pairs, i.e., rickets and vitamin D. However, we found that word level associations are often too specific, and because of data sparseness this knowledge cannot easily be generalized to unseen questions. This is our main motivation for introducing broad coverage semantic word classes into the feature set. We call the feature set with the word classes SWC and use two types of SWC, as shown in Table 1 . To obtain the first type (SWC1), we convert all nouns in the MSA1 n-grams into their respective word classes, and keep all n-grams that contain at least one word class. We call these features word class n-grams. Again, word class n-grams obtained from questions are distinguished from the ones in answer candidates. For example, we extract "W disease occur" as a word class 2-gram from Q2.
The second type of SWC, SWC2, represents word class n-grams in an answer candidate, in which question terms are replaced by their respective semantic word classes. For example, W disease in word class 2-gram "cause W disease " from A2 is the semantic word class of rickets, one of the question terms. These features capture the correspondence between semantic word classes in the question and answer candidates.
Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis (SA) features are classified into word-polarity and phrase-polarity features. We use opinion extraction tool 8 and sentiment orientation lexicon in the tool for these features.
Opinion Extraction Tool
Opinion extraction tool is a software, the implementation of Nakagawa et al. (2010) . It extracts linguistic expressions representing opinions (henceforth, we call them sentiment phrases) from a Japanese sentence and then identifies the polarity of these sentiment phrases using machine learning techniques. For example, rickets occur in Q2 and Deficiency of vitamin D can cause rickets in A2 can be identified as sentiment phrases with a negative polarity. The tool identifies sentiment phrases and their polarity by using polarities of words and dependency subtrees as evidence, where these polarities are given in a word polarity dictionary.
In this paper, we use a trained model and a word polarity dictionary (containing about 35,000 entries) distributed via the ALAGIN forum 9 for our sentiment analysis. Table 2 shows the performance of opinion extraction tool, precision (P), recall (R) and F-value (F), in this setting (reported in the Japanese homepage of this tool). In the evaluation of sentiment-phrase extraction, an extracted sentiment phrase is determined as correct if its head word is the same as one in the gold standard. Polarity classification is evaluated under the condition that all of the sentiment phrases are correctly extracted. Table 2 : The performance of opinion extraction tool
Word Polarity (SA@W)
Polarities of words are identified by simply looking up the word polarity dictionary of opinion ex-traction tool. Word polarity features are used for identifying associations between the polarity of words in a question and that in a correct answer. For example:
• Q2: Why does rickets (W − ) occur in children?
• A2: Deficiency (W − ) of vitamin D can cause rickets (W − ).
Here, W − represents negative word polarities. We expect our classifier to learn from this question and answer pair that if a word with negative polarity appears in a question then its correct answer is likely to contain a negative polarity word as well. SA@W1 and SA@W2 in Table 1 are sentiment analysis features from word polarity n-grams, which contain at least one word that has word polarities. We obtain these n-grams by converting all nouns in MSA1 n-grams into their word polarities through dictionary lookup. For example, from Q2 in the above example we extract "W − occur" as a word polarity 2-gram. SA@W1 is concerned with all word polarity n-grams in questions and answer candidates. For SA@W2, we restrict word polarity n-grams from SA@W1 to those whose original ngram include a question term.
Furthermore, word polarities are coupled with semantic word classes so that our classifier can identify meaningful combinations of both. For example, deficiency in A2 can be represented as W − condition by its respective semantic word class and word polarity, which allows for the representation of undesirable conditions. This in turn lets our system learn meaningful correlations between words expressing these kind of negative conditions and their connection to questions asking about diseases. SA@W3 and SA@W4 are features from this combination. They are defined in the same way as SA@W1 and SA@W2 except that word polarities are replaced with the combination of semantic word classes and word polarities. We call n-grams in SA@W3 and SA@W4 joint (word) class-polarity n-grams.
Phrase Polarity (SA@P)
Opinion extraction tool is applied to question and its answer candidate to identify sentiment phrases and their phrase-polarities. In preliminary tests we found that sentiment phrases do not help to identify correct answers if answer sentences including the sentiment phrases do not have any term from the question. So we restrict the target sentiment phrases to those acquired from sentences containing at least one question term. From these sentiment phrases we extract three categories of features.
First, SA@P1 and SA@P2 are features concerned with phrase-polarity agreement between sentiment phrases in a question and its answer candidate. We consider all possible pairs of sentiment phrases from the question and answer. If any such pair agrees in phrase-polarity, an indicator for the agreement and its polarity in the agreement become features SA@P1 and SA@P2, respectively.
Secondly, following the original hypothesis underlying this paper, we assume that sentiment phrases often represent the core part of the correct answer (e.g., A2 above) and it is important to express the content of the sentiment phrases in features. SA@P3 and SA@P4 were devised for this purpose. SA@P3 represents this sentiment phrase contents as n-grams of morphemes, words, and syntactic dependencies of sentiment phrases, together with their phrase-polarity. Furthermore, SA@P4 is the subset of SA@P3 n-grams restricted to those that include terms found in the question, and SA@P5 indicates the percentage of sentiment n-grams from the question that are found in a given answer candidate.
Finally, features SA@P6 through SA@P9 use semantic word classes to generalize the content features mentioned above. These features consist of word class n-grams and joint class-polarity n-grams taken from sentiment phrases, together with their phrase polarity. Similar to the definition of SA@P4, for SA@P7 and SA@P9 we restrict ourselves to ngrams containing a question term. SA@P10 represents the semantic content of two sentiment phrases with the same sentiment orientation (one from a question and the other from an answer candidate) using word class n-grams, together with the phrasepolarity in agreement.
Test Set
We prepared three sets of why-questions (QS1, QS2 and QS3) and used these questions to build two test sets for our experiments.
Why-questions in QS1 are taken from the Japanese version of Yahoo! Answers (called Yahoo! Chiebukuro) 10 . We automatically extracted questions consisting of a single sentence and containing the interrogative naze (why), and our annotators verified that these questions are meaningful without further context. For example, they discarded questions like "Why doesn't the WBC (world boxing council) make an objection to the WBC (World baseball classic)?" (the object of the objection is unclear) and "Why do minors trade at the auction even though it is disallowed by the rules" (information about which auction is not provided).
Because questions in Yahoo! Answers are aimed at human readers, users often "set the stage" by giving lots of background information about their question. This often leads to large stylistic differences between the questions in Yahoo! Answers and those typically posed to a QA system. We therefore created a second set of why-questions, QS2, whose style should be more appropriate for a QA system (examples showing these differences are given in the supplementary materials of this paper). Six human annotators (not the authors) were asked to create why-questions in their own words, keeping in mind that the questions they create are for a QA system. In addition, the annotators were asked to verify on the Web that the questions they created ask about some real event or phenomena. For example, a question like "Why does Mars appear blue?" is disallowed in QS2 because "Mars appears blue" is false. Note that the correct answer to these questions does not have to be either in our target corpus or in real-world Web texts. These two sets of why-questions, QS1 and QS2, are used to build a test set for evaluating our proposed method.
Finally, QS3 contains why-questions that have at least one answer in our target corpus (600 million Japanese Web page corpus). For creating such whyquestions, four human annotators (not the authors) were given a text passage composed of three continuous sentences and asked to locate the reasons for some event as described in this passage. Then they created a why-question for which the description is a correct answer. Because randomly selected passages from our target corpus have little chance of generating good why-questions we extracted passages from our target corpus that include at least one of the clue terms used in our answer retrieval step (i.e. riyuu (reason), genin (cause), or youin (cause)). This set- ting may not necessarily reflect a "real world" distribution of why-questions, in which ideally a wide range of people ask questions that may or may not have an answer in our corpus. However, QS3 allows us to evaluate our method under the idealized conditions where we have a perfect answer retrieval module whose answer candidates always contain at least one correct answer (the source passage used for creating the why-question). This setting allows us to estimate the ideal-case performance of our method. Under these circumstances we found that our method achieves almost 65% precision in P@1, which suggests that it can potentially perform with high precision if the answer candidates given by the answer retrieval module contain at least one correct answer. This is the main purpose of QS3. Additionally, we use QS3 for building training data, to check whether questions that do not reflect the real-world distribution of why-questions are useful for improving the system's performance on "real-world" questions (see Section 5.1).
In addition, we checked QS1, QS2 and QS3 for questions having the same topic, to avoid the possibility that the distribution of questions is biased towards certain topics. We manually extracted the questions' topic words and randomly selected a single representative question from all questions with the same topic. For example, "Why does Twitter only allow 140 characters?" and "Why is Twitter so popular?" both have as topic Twitter. In the end we obtained 250 questions in QS1, 250 questions in QS2 and 350 questions in QS3.
For evaluation we prepared two test sets, Set1 and Set2. Set1 contains question-answer pairs whose questions are taken from QS1 and QS2. In our experiment, we evaluate systems with 10-fold cross validation on Set1. Set2 has question-answer pairs whose questions are from QS3. Set2 is mainly used for estimating estimate the ideal-case performance of our method with a perfect answer retrieval module. Furthermore Set2 is used as additional training data in evaluating systems with 10-fold cross validation on Set1. We used our answer retrieval system to obtain the top-20 answer candidates for each question, and all question-answer (candidate) pairs were checked by three annotators, where their interrater agreement (Fleiss' kappa) was 0.634, indicating substantial agreement. Finally, correct answers to each question were determined by majority vote. Q1:二酸化炭素などの温室効果ガスが増えると海面水位が上昇するといわれているのはなぜですか？ (Why does the increase of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide in the atmosphere lead to a rise of ocean level?) A1: .. 化石燃料等の使用が増えるにつれて、温室効果ガスが大 気中に大量に放出され、その濃度が増加し、大気中に吸収される 熱が 増えたことにより、地球規模での気温上昇が進行しています。 これが地球温暖化です。 ... 温暖化による海水膨張と両極の氷解で、海 面が平均９-８８ｃｍ上昇すると警告しています。 (The burning of fossil fuels contributes to the increase of atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases and this makes the atmosphere absorb more thermal radiation. As a result, Earth's average surface temperature increases. This is global warming. ... There are warnings that the increase of sea water and melting of polar ice due to the global warming may cause sea-surface height to rise by 9-88 cm on average. Q2:ヘモグロビンが不足すると体が酸素不足になるのはなぜですか？ (Why does hemoglobin deficiency cause lack of oxygen in the human body?) A2:... ヘモグロビンは酸素を体の中に運び、いらなくなった二酸化炭素を持ち帰り、肺から外に出すなど重要な働きをしています。 もし鉄分が不足してヘモグロビンが少ししか作られないと、全身に運ばれる酸素の量が減少し、カラダが酸素不足になります。.. (... Hemoglobin has an important role in the human body of carrying oxygen to the organs and transferring carbon dioxide back to the lungs, to be dispensed from the organism. If the amount of hemoglobin produced by the body is insufficient due to iron deficiency, the amount of oxygen delivered throughout the body decreases, causing oxygen deficiency. ... ) Table 3 : Correct question-answer pairs in our test set Table 3 shows a sample of correct question-answer pairs in our test set. Please see the supplementary materials of this paper for more examples.
Note that word and phrase polarities are not considered by the annotators in building our test sets and these polarities are automatically identified using a word polarity dictionary and opinion extraction tool. We confirmed that about 35% of questions and 40% of answer candidates had at least one sentiment phrase by opinion extraction tool, and about 45% of questions and 85% of answer candidates contained at least one word having polarity by a word polarity dictionary.
Experiments
We use TinySVM 11 with a linear kernel for training our re-ranker. Evaluation was done by P@1 (Precision of the top answer) and MAP (Mean Average Precision). P@1 measures how many questions have a correct top answer candidate. MAP, widely used in evaluation of IR systems, measures the overall quality of the top-n answer candidates (n=20 in this experiment) using the formula:
Here Q is a set of why-questions, A q is a set of correct answers to why-question q ∈ Q, P rec(k) is the precision at cut-off k in the top-n answer candidates, rel(k) is an indicator, 1 if the item at rank k is a correct answer in A q , 0 otherwise. We evaluated all systems using 10-fold cross validation in two ways. In the first setting we performed 10-fold cross validation on Set1. Set1 con-11 http://chasen.org/∼taku/software/TinySVM/ sists of 10,000 question-answer pairs (500 questions with their 20 answer candidates), and was partitioned into 10 subsamples such that the questions in one subsample do not overlap with those of the other subsamples. 9 subsamples (9,000 questionanswer pairs) were used as training data and the remaining subsample (1,000 question-answer pairs) was retained as test data. This experiment is called CV(Set1). It shows the effect of answer re-ranking when evaluating our proposed method with training data built with real world why-questions alone. In the second setting, we used the same 10 subsamples of Set1 as in CV(Set1) and exploited Set2 (composed of 7,000 question-answer pairs) as additional training data for 10-fold cross validation. As a result, in each fold 16,000 question-answer pairs (9,000 from Set1 and 7,000 from Set2) were used as training data for re-rankers, and all systems were evaluated on the remaining 1,000 questionanswer pair subsample from Set1. We call this setting CV(Set1+Set2). It verifies whether training data that does not necessarily reflect a real-world distribution of why-questions can improve why-QA performance on real-world questions. Table 4 shows the evaluation results of six different systems. For each system, we represent the performance in P@1 and MAP. B-QA is a system of our answer retrieval and the other five re-rank top-20 answer candidates using their own re-ranker. B-QA: our answer retrieval system, our implementation of Murata et al. (2007) . B-Ranker: a system that has a re-ranker trained with morphological and syntactic analysis (MSA) features alone. Verberne et al. (2010) . Proposed: our proposed method. All of the MSA, SWC and SA features are used for training our re-ranker.
Results
UpperBound: a system that ranks all n correct answers as the top n results of the 20 answer candidates if there are any. This indicates the performance upperbound in this experiment. The relative performance of each system compared to UpperBound is shown in parentheses.
The proposed method achieved the best performance both in CV(Set1) and CV(Set1+Set2). Our method shows a significant improvement (11.4-15.2% in P@1 and 10.7-12.1% in MAP) over our answer retrieval method, B-QA. Its improvement over B-Ranker, B-Ranker+CR and B-Ranker+WN (7.6-10% in P@1 and 5.7-6.6% in MAP) shows the effectiveness of our proposed feature set over the features used in previous works. Both BRanker+CR and B-Ranker+WN did not show significant performance improvement over B-Ranker. At least in our setting, the causal relation and WordNet features did not prove effective. The performance gap between B-Ranker and B-QA (3.4-5.2% in P@1 and 4.9-5.3% in MAP) suggests the effectiveness of re-ranking. All systems consistently show better performance in CV(Set1+Set2) than CV(Set1). This suggests that training data built with why-questions that does not reflect real-world distribution of whyquestions is useful in training re-rankers.
We investigate the contribution of each type of features to the performance by removing one feature set from the all feature sets in training our reranker. In this experiment, we split SA into SA@W (features expressing words and their polarity) and SA@P (features expressing phrases and their polarity) to investigate their contribution either. The results are summarized in Table 5 .
In Table 5 , MSA+SWC+SA represents our proposed method using all feature sets. The performance gap between MSA+SWC+SA and the others confirms that all the features contributed to a higher Table 5 : Evaluation with different combination of feature sets used in training our re-ranker performance. The significant performance improvement by SA (features from sentiment analysis) and SW C (features from semantic word classes) (The gap between MSA+SWC+SA and MSA+SWC was 2.8-6% and that between MSA+SWC+SA and MSA+SA was 3.6%-6% in P@1) supports the hypothesis for sentiment analysis and semantic word classes in this paper.
Though the performance gap between MSA+SWC+SA and MSA+SWC+SA@P (1.3%-1.6% in P@1) shows that SA@W is useful in training our re-ranker, we found that MSA+SWC+SA@W made only 0.4-0.7% improvement over MSA+SWC. We believe that this is mainly because SA@W and SWC are based on semantic and sentiment information at the word level, and these often capture a similar type of information. For instance, disease names that are grouped together into one class in SWC are typically classified as negative in SA@W. Therefore the similarity in the information provided by SA@W and SWC causes a classifier trained with both of these features to obtain only a minor improvement over a classifier using only one of the features.
To estimate the ideal-case performance of our proposed method, we made another experiment by using Set1 as training data for our re-ranker and Set2 as test data for evaluating our proposed method. Here, we assume a perfect answer retrieval module that adds the source passage that was used for generating the original why-question in Set2 as a correct answer to the set of existing answer candidates, giving 21 answer candidates. The performance of our method in this setting was 64.8% in P@1 and 66.6% in MAP. This evaluation result suggests that our reranker can potentially perform with high precision when at least one correct answer in answer candidates is given by the answer retrieval module.
Related Work
In the QA literature, Higashinaka and Isozaki (2008) , Verberne et al. (2010) , and Surdeanu et al. (2011) are closest to our work. The first two deal with why-questions, the last with how-questions. Similar to our method, they use machine learning techniques to re-rank answer candidates to nonfactoid questions based on various combinations of syntactic, semantic and other statistical features such as the density and frequency of question terms in the answer candidates and patterns for causal relations in the answer candidates. Especially for why-QA, Higashinaka and Isozaki (2008) used causal relation features and Verberne et al. (2010) exploited WordNet features as a kind of semantic features for training their re-ranker, where we used these features, respectively, for B-Ranker+CR and B-Ranker+WN in our experiment.
Our work differs from the above approaches in that we propose semantic word classes and sentiment analysis as a new type of semantic features, and show their usefulness in why-QA. Sentiment analysis has been used before on the slightly unusual task of opinion question answering, where the system is asked to answer subjective opinion questions (Stoyanov et al., 2005; Dang, 2008; Li et al., 2009) . To the best of our knowledge though, no previous work has systematically explored the use of sentiment analysis in a general QA setting beyond opinion questions.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have explored the utility of sentiment analysis and semantic word classes for ranking answer candidates to why-questions. We proposed a set of semantic features that exploit sentiment analysis and semantic word classes obtained from largescale noun clustering, and used them to train an answer candidate re-ranker. Through a series of experiments on 850 why-questions, we showed that the proposed semantic features were effective in identifying correct answers, and our proposed method obtained more than 15% improvement in precision of its top answer (P@1) over our baseline, a state-ofthe-art IR based QA system. We plan to use new semantic knowledge such as semantic orientation, excitatory or inhibitory, proposed in Hashimoto et al. (2012) for improving why-QA.
